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Om śrī
dhanvantara
mūrtaye
namah ̣



Dedicated to the ancient rishis (teachers) of India 
who shared what they learned about optimal 
health and peace of mind with their students. 

And to their students, who became teachers and 
passed this knowledge on to the next generation. 

And so on and so on…



 Misuse of the 
Senses

 Failure of the 
Intellect

 Time & Motion

Only when the true cause of one’s suffering
is known does the path to healing become clear



Sense Organ Disharmonious
Taste Junk Food
Smell Junk Smells
Sight Junk Sights
Sound Junk Sounds
Touch Junk Touch



Sense Organ Harmonious
Taste Quality Food
Smell Quality Smells
Sight Quality Sights
Sound Quality Sounds
Touch Quality Touch

Nothing is right for everyone, 
everything is right for someone



Intellect –
The decision 

maker

Senses
Ego

Your 
Higher 

Self



 Time is a 
measurement of 
motion

 Linear Time
 Biological Time
 The faster we move, 

the faster we age
 It’s not just the body. 

It’s the mind



The Primordial Cause of  Disease and Suffering



Forget your true nature  Get caught up in life’s 
dramas  The  mind moves  The  intellect fails 
Misuse the senses  The doshas become 

disturbed  Suffering and disease results



 We must learn how to use our senses properly
 We must make healthy decisions
 We must slow down the mind
 We must engage in practices that expand our 

connectedness and awareness of the Divine.



Can we accept responsibility 
without judging ourselves?



Not this body, Not This Mind
Consciousness and Joy Incarnate

Bliss of the Blissful Am I



 The transformation of lifestyle and 
consciousness is a journey taken one small 
step at a time

 Small, simple changes can make a profound 
difference in how you feel

 Change at the level of consciousness is the 
most difficult, profound and far-reaching

 The only failure is in giving up



 The importance of  healthy digestion
 The importance of  healthy sleep and rest
 The importance of  healthy sexual 

expression

You’ve Done Your Part To Live Your Full Lifespan.



 Divide into groups of two. Meet with your 
partner and discuss the following:
 Discuss how your choices are influencing your health. 

Discuss at least 1-2 that you make the benefit your health 
and 1-2 that you make the deplete your health.



 Students will keep a journal during the program.
• Practice 1: Using the knowledge gained in this module, write 

down the deeper reasons why you make the choices you do.
• Practice 2: Commit to meditating each morning for one week 

– even if you only sit for 1-2 minutes. Write down how this 
practice helped you restore your connection to your True 
nature and the impact that had on your choices.



Your Ayurvedic Constitution Your 
Current State
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Ether Air Fire Water Earth

Space, 
connected
ness

Motion Heat, light, 
trans-
formation

Flow Solidity



 Hot / Cold
 Moist / Dry
 Heavy / Light
 Gross / Subtle
 Dense / Flowing

 Rough/ Smooth
 Hard / Soft
 Dense /Flowing
 Sharp / Dull
 Mobile / Stable

By understanding the qualities of  a disease and the 
qualities of  the medicine, one has the information 

needed to antidote and prevent disease and to make 
appropriate lifestyle choices.



Ether Air Fire Water Earth
Light Mobile Hot Moist Heavy

Dry Light Light Heavy Dry

Cold Cold Dry Cold Cold

Unstable Dry Unstable Stable Very stable

Subtle Rough Sharp Soft Hard



Vata Pitta Kapha

Air & Ether Fire & Water Water & 
Earth

Mobile Hot Moist

Dry A little moist Stable

Cold Light Heavy

Light Sharp Soft

Subtle Unstable Dense



VATA PITTA KAPHA
Air + Ether Fire + Water Water + Earth



Face Oblong, 
narrow

Fing-
ers

Long 
and 
narrow

Eyes Small Palm Rec-
tangle

Nose Narrow Skin Thin

Complex-ion Dusty, 
gray

Bones Narrow

Lips Thin Neck Long

Hair Coarse, 
Scant, 
Dry 

Body 
Build

Ecto-
morph 
(lean and 
thin)

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Face Angular Fingers Moderate

Eyes Deep Set Palm Square

Nose Medium Skin Medium

Complex-ion Rosy, 
Ruddy

Bones Medium

Lips Mod-erate Neck Medium

Hair Fine, oily Body 
Build

Meso-
morph 
(mus-
cular)



Face Round Fing-ers Short

Eyes Large, 
round

Palm Square 
and fleshy

Nose Wide Skin Thick

Complex-
ion

Pale Bones Thick

Lips Thick Neck Short

Hair Thick, 
full

Body 
Build

Endo-
morph 
(stocky)



 Vata Constitution
 Pitta Constitution
 Kapha Constitution
 Vata / Pitta Constitution
 Vata / Kapha Constitution
 Pitta / Kapha Constitution
 Vata / Pitta / Kapha (Tridoshic) Constitution
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Vata KaphaPitta
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Vata Pitta Kapha

Appetite Picky, variable, 
sometimes forgets to 
eat; little things can 
cause loss of appetite

Consistently strong 
and not easily lost

Consistently low

Digestion Gas and bloating 
occur frequently. Gas 
has little odor. 

Burning indigestion 
or smelly gas are 
common challenges

Feels heavy after meals. 
Food does not seem to 
digest for a long time. 

Elimination Hard stools with 
straining. Sometimes 
skips for days. 

Softer; sometimes 
loose. Elimination 
occurs 1-3 times/day. 

Stools occur 1 time/day; 
almost always solid and 
log like. When 
imbalanced - mucous in 
stool.

Sweat Does not sweat
easily. 

Sweats easily with
strong body odor. 

Sweats easily with 
exercise. Pleasant body
odor. 36



Vata Pitta Kapha

Body
Temperature

Feels cold easily;
enjoys heat. 

Often feel warm; 
enjoys cool temps. 

Does not feel too warm 
or cold often. 

Skin Dry and rough. Lips 
may crack. 

Oily with tendency to 
develop red rashes or 
acne. 

Soft and moist. If 
problems- moist or oily. 

Menses Cycle often irregular 
and painful. 
Bleeding: light 
lasting 2-4 days. 

Cycle is regular, flow 
is heavy for 3-5 days. 

Cycle is regular, flow is 
moderate for 5-7 days. 

Sleep Light; easily
disturbed. May have 
frequent periods of 
insomnia. 

Falls asleep easily. 
Sleeps well most of 
time unless too hot. 

Falls asleep easily; sleep 
is deep. Rarely wakes up 
from noise; hard to 
awaken. 37



 Take the number of circled choices
 Divide by the total number of choices
 Example: 

 20 total choices. 
 7 vata, 10 pitta, 3 kapha.
 7/20 = .35 or 35%
 10/20 = .50 or 50%
 3/20 = .15 or 15%
 Constitution:  V 35%, P50%, K15%



 Any dosha can become disturbed
❖ A disturbance is defined as a dosha which increases 
❖ One, two or all three doshas can become disturbed
❖ The more a dosha increases, the greater the 

symptoms, and the harder it is to treat
❖ Multiple dosha imbalances are hardest to treat
❖ Symptoms involve a disturbance of elements and 

qualities, which leads to increased dosha
❖ Both body and mind become disturbed   disease 

results



PRAKRUTI VIKRUTI

 Determined at 
conception

 Body structure 
 Long Term Tendencies 

(Samskaras)
 Described in 

percentages
 Requires preventative 

care

 Actual disturbances or 
imbalances

 Described as primary, 
secondary and tertiary

 Requires treatment



Vata Pitta Kapha

Digestion Gas, bloating Smell gas, burning Sluggish

Elimination Constipation Diarrhea Mucousy stool

Sleep Insomnia due to  
worry / anxiety

Insomnia due to 
planning or work

Difficulty 
awakening

Menses Scant, irregular, 
cramping

Extra intense flow Extra long flow

Skin Dry, rough
patches, cracked

Red patches, 
rashes

Pustules

Eyes Dry Red, burning Mucousy
Weight Weight loss n/a Weight Gain

Body Pain Dramatic, moves 
around

Inflammatory Dull, swollen

Mind Anxious, deeply 
depressed,  

Angry Meloncholy



Vata Pitta Kapha

Words Dramatic Intense Slow and gentle

Body Temperature Easily chilled, 
always cold

Always 
overheated

n/a

Bones Fragile n/a N/a

Respiratory 
System

Dry n/a Wet, mucous

Hair Hair loss Early gray n/a

Nervous system Twitches, tics n/a Sluggish, 
unreactive

Eyes Dry Red Secretions



 With a partner, look at each other’s facial features 
and discuss your constitution

 Look at both of your pictures on the screen and 
also reflect in your notes about the photos. 
Based on what you see, discuss which doshic
column your features belong on. 
 Determine your own constitution



 Using the knowledge gained in this module, 
determine your Ayurvedic Constitution in 
terms of percentages. 

 Reflect on your findings during the breakout 
session

 What are your “tendencies”
 What is your current state.
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